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About This Game

Save the Lamb - is a hardcore 2D platformer with elements of survival. Imagine that you are a sheep, which in some
unthinkable way you have an opportunity to escape from your farm. Of course we can not miss the opportunity. In this game
you go through various levels for a small defenseless lamb. Collect hay to pass the levels but be careful on your way there are
many traps, so you are not given more than one attempt to pass the level. Contacting with any trap, you die and the level starts

over.

KEY FEATURES:

 A large number of various levels.

 Animated graphics.

 Simple, interesting gameplay.

 Unforgettable adventures.
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Title: Save the Lamb
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
TSS Studio
Publisher:
TSS Studio
Release Date: 3 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: 1.2 Ghz+

Memory: 500 MB RAM

Graphics: 500MB

DirectX: Version 6.0

Storage: 170 MB available space

English
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dave lamb house. save lamb meme. save every lamb jesse stuart. save lambert witcher 3. wonder pets save the lamb. save a lamb
milk replacer. save a lamb. save the lamb steam. save lambda java. save lambda c++. save lambda expression c#. save on lamb.
save lambertville public school. save lambeth field. save lambda. save the lamb

Kinda fun and addictive, is kinda ruined by the fact it hasn't been patched in months, half the achievements are bugged and half
the characters are locked for now. Doesn't look like any of the content missing is going to be patched in any time soon.. I Don't
know what to expect tbh.. Really good game. Only wish that online multiplayer would be an option, so i could play this great
game with my friends!. Interesting idea , but it's very boring in gameplay.
falling falling and you dead.

Game display is too dark,
I want see more about Lovecraft,
but it fxcked up.. This game is fun, but gets old very soon.. World of SUbways 4 is a good game. The sound is good expecialy in
the tunnels. The graphics are overall good, in the tunnels very good bur the textures of the houses overground are very the same.
If you want to drive in tunnels you´re better with World of Subways 3. The passanger AI is very bad. Omsi passangers are much
more intelligent. Overall its a good game and everyone who likes to drive overground a metro is right here.

Because I love tunnels and London my opinion is
World of Subways 4 is good, World of Subways 3 is better.. Ok, let me go straight to the point, I've also got a big headache
(probably increased by the fact that the last minutes of each level of this game (they're all the same, you can only choose
between easy normal hard and infinity mode) features colorful asteroids falling down in dozens and make you dizzy).
This game is really so crappy designed and even more crappy programmed.
You basically control a starship and you can only move with WASD controls in a fixed scheme with a Windows 95 background.
Stop.
No, you can not fire. You can't do anything but collecting good items and avoiding bad items coming at a gradually increasing
speed from above.
You can collect HP, magnets and diamonds; you must avoid death (yeah there's skull and bones floating on screen), asteroid and
other ships. Everything does the same damage to you and you can only keep on diving left and right.
Totally pointless game, and artwork and sounds suck too.
Definitely to avoid.
Oh, I forgot to say that some achievements are bugged and stuck to 0% too and this doesn't have trading cards.. and it seems the
developers don't even want to fix the missing achievements, so really, negative.. Enjoyed play this game. Recommended.
My rate for this game 8.7/10. Symantec points out EisenbahnNow.exe as infected. Trojan.Gen9 and Heur.AdvML.B.

Not good :-(
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"From World war I to beyond, a good start to battlegoat's alternative to paradox game types. Early Access though. Good
tutorials.. A fun silly game, with a side smashing of tactics! :-). 2018 and still play this game. The game itself is not that hard.
Even though devs warn you about using controller (they even made an achievement for it), you can easily complete every level
on every mode using keyboard.
Exept for one single level.
Level 14, advanced campaign, DRNK mode. Close to impossible.
This one single level will make you hate devs so hard.
Seriously, this is just unfair.. The game works great and the changes are nice.. Great game idea, but very poor execution... This
is one I would prefer to give a "maybe" to. It was completely solvable without a guide, though somewhat tedious at times. I have
to admit I didn't like either character at the start, finding the guy really annoying and the woman very typical of this type of
game. There were a few jarring parts that really surprised me that I won't spoil here, but at the end was also a little surprise that I
should have realized earlier but did not. My biggest complaint is the movement. Sometimes it's nearly impossible to get where
you want to go or even to see where you want to go, but once you get the hang of it, you do get fairly used to it. All in all, this is
one I would suggest for folks like me who really love the genre 'point & click' and like mysteries, but I would recommend to
wait for a sale.. Oh my! I used to have a CD of this lying around ages ago and I picked it up immediately when it came up on
Steam, because it was just a fiver.

It's a pleasant boat racing \/ freeroam cruising game with a lot of unlocks, a handful of pretty, visually distinct locations and a
great chilled-out soundtrack. Don't expect anything amazing with that price tag. The game is a competent, pleasant little package
nonetheless.
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